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The aim of this first exercise

In this exercise we will learn to:

1) execute the main ROOT commands, 
2) execute a macro written in C (within the ROOT framework))
3) make a comparison between real & simulated (Monte 

Carlo) data with an absolute normalization
4) prepare/configure a plot (output of ROOT) 

with features and quality of a scientific pubblication
5) represent the various simulated components by means of stacked plots .

The plot that represent our target is the one that appears at page 11 (fig.4) of the CMS 
paper “Performance of CMS muon reconstruction in pp collisions at sqrt{s}= 7TeV”
published by Journal of Instrumentation (JINST) 7, P10002 (2012).

I suggest to preliminarily study the pages 6-12 of this CMS paper in order to understand the 
physical meaning of the following concepts :

- Soft Muons, Tight Muons

- Prompt Muons, Muons from Beauty, Muons from Charm, Muons from Light Hadrons

- Fake Muons (“hadronic punch-through”), Duplicates (“Ghost” Muons) 2
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Create the subdirectory /home/username/Esercitazione-1: mkdir Esercitazione-1
Go into this subdirectory and create another one:                 mkdir Step0
In the same sub-dir create another one:                                  mkdir rootfiles

In the last subdir I’ll copy the following rootfiles (the 1st contains real data, the 2nd simulated):

-rw-r-xr-- 1 pompili cms 272774 Nov  6 16:35 Histos_Data_ZeroBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last_OK.root
-rw-r-xr-- 1 pompili cms 322854 Nov  6 16:35 Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root

Files with real and simulated data to begin with …

To run ROOT

In the subdir /home/username/Esercitazione-1/Step0/ … I will copy the macro main0.C
Start ROOT from this working subdirectory:   $ root

------------------------------------------------------------
| Welcome to ROOT 6.14/09                http://root.cern.ch |
|                               (c) 1995-2018, The ROOT Team |
| Built for linuxx8664gcc                                    |
| From tag , 22 November 2018                                |
| Try '.help', '.demo', '.license', '.credits', '.quit'/'.q' |
------------------------------------------------------------

root [0] ROOT Prompt : you are inside ROOT 3
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Create the subdirectory /home/username/Esercitazione-1: mkdir Esercitazione-1
Go into this subdirectory and create another one:                 mkdir Step0
In the same sub-dir create another one:                                  mkdir rootfiles

In the last subdir I’ll copy the following rootfiles (the 1st contains real data, the 2nd simulated):

-rw-r-xr-- 1 pompili cms 272774 Nov  6 16:35 Histos_Data_ZeroBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last_OK.root
-rw-r-xr-- 1 pompili cms 322854 Nov  6 16:35 Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root

Files with real and simulated data to begin with …

To run ROOT

In the subdir /home/username/Esercitazione-1/Step0/ … I will copy the macro main0.C
Start ROOT from this working subdirectory:   $ root -l

------------------------------------------------------------
| Welcome to ROOT 6.14/09                http://root.cern.ch |
|                               (c) 1995-2018, The ROOT Team |
| Built for linuxx8664gcc                                    |
| From tag , 22 November 2018                                |
| Try '.help', '.demo', '.license', '.credits', '.quit'/'.q' |
------------------------------------------------------------

root [0] ROOT Prompt : you are inside ROOT 4
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Per aprire la seguente rootupla con ROOT, Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root, fare:

$ root -l  Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root

Once the ROOT application is opened you have to “call” the “TBrowser” (namely the ROOT GUI - ROOT
Graphical User Interface) … to inspect the file (in this case the file contains only histograms):
root [0]  TBrowser a
This command launches the interactive panel of the GUI: 

Opening and inspecting a ROOT file - 1

5
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Alternatively: 
$ root –l
root[0] Tfile f(“Histos_Mc_MinBias_1aprnew_goodZB_last.root”)
Inspect the list of the contained histograms with: root[1] f->ls()

……………………………
And I can open either the interactive browser                            
root [2] TBrowser a
…or look at the single histogram from the command line:
root[2] hMuons_qoverp_SOFT_beauty_1gpv->Draw()

Opening and inspecting a ROOT file - 2

6
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Step 0
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In the sub-directory /home/username/Esercitazione-1/Step0/ you can find the macro file
main0.C to be executed and provide the plots as output.
To execute the macro written in C/C++ language, please issue the command:
root [0] .x main0.C(”19oct","png","SOFT","qtimespt","doub","1gpv","Log","Step0")

STEP-0 : how-to-execute the macro 

Date that will appear in the 
name of the output file (for 
clear bookeeping purposes)

File extension containing 
the final plots

Type of  muons to study/represent

To build up the 
macro step-by-step

Indicates the scale 
(logarithmic) to be used in the 
plot (“Lin” is the alternative)

Type of the chosen variable to be 
represented (i.e. double, int, …)

Choice of the variable under study
8
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The code in the macro main0.C - I
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The code in the macro main0.C - II
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The code in the macro main0.C - III
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The code in the macro main0.C - IV
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Once the macro is executed, we can visualize the plot directly (on screen) 
or stored in the output file (in sub-dir Step0/Plots) that can be scrutinized by the command:
$ display ./Plots/qtimespt_SOFT_19oct_Step0_Log.png

STEP-0 : simple histograms visualization 

Note: the overflows/underflows can be appreciated typically when using the LOG scale
13
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The visualization of the overflow/underflow in the histograms it is not a ROOT default.
To obtain this feature the following code lines were added and inserted for each 
histogram (see above - slide 11):

STEP-0 : underflows & overflows in histograms 

14
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To make appear the data entries as small black circles instead of crosses we need to add:
hData->SetMarkerStyle(20); to properly set their size:  hData->SetMarkerSize(0.55);

To provide filling colours to the histograms for the MC components :

hBeautyFlavour->SetFillColor(7);
hCharmFlavour->SetFillColor(5);
hLightHadrons->SetFillColor(2);
hFake->SetFillColor(14);
hGhost->SetFillColor(3);

STEP-0 : options for histograms’ visualization 

15
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Step 0a
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Getting date from the machine instead of passing it as parameter…

Have a look at a modified macro now called main0a.C ;
date is not passed anymore from outside through the interface (now I have 1 parameter less)
but is defined inside the macro and taken from the machine clock.

17
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Getting date from the machine instead of passing it as parameter…

The const Tstring date is now used in the name of the output file

As a result, there is a new output file in the subdir Plots:

… so the const TString has value:       2022-10-19
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Step 1
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STEP-1 : absolute normalization of MC to Data – 1 
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You can appreciate that the 5 simulated distributions are effectively scaled (note the change 
of scale in the y-axis with respect to the previous plot). Note that the number of entries has 
remined the same in the statistics box !! (this may generate some confusion … but it is 
enough to check the overflows/underflows that are no more integers in order to be sure of 
the scaling).

STEP-1 : absolute normalization of MC to Data – 2 

Create the sub-directory /home/username/Esercitazione-1/Step1/ ,
where now I copy the macro main1.C, while you create the sub-dir Plots, 
Where the macro at execution will write the plots’ file.

Now the macro is executed with :

root [0] .x main1.C("png","SOFT","qtimespt","doub","1gpv","Log","Step1”)

Once the macro has been executed you can visualize the plots:

$ display ./Plots/qtimespt_SOFT_7nov_Step1_Log_scaleLumi.png 

EXERCISE for home : try to apply a relative normalization (to obtain a shape comparison)  21
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Step 2
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STEP-2 : histograms’ stacking - 1

23

histograms as partial sums 
in a sequence (1,2,3,4)
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STEP-2 : histograms’ stacking - 2
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Superposition with inverted order of the sequence (i.e. 4,3,2,1)
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To visualize the output:
$ display ./Plots/qtimespt_SOFT_2022-10-20_Step2_Log_stacked.png

STEP-2 : histograms’ stacking - 3

Create the sub-dir /home/username/esercitazione-1/step2/ ,
where the macro main2.C is copied, while you create the sub-dir Plots.
To execute the macro: 
root [0] .x main2.C("png","SOFT","qtimespt","doub","1gpv","Log","Step2”)

25
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Step 2a
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STEP-2a : solutions for the final graphics - 1 

Under the sub-directory /step2 , find now the macro main2a.C.  Create also ./Plots . Now:
root [0] .x main2a.C("png","SOFT","qtimespt","doub","1gpv","Log","Step2”)

Additional code:

27
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STEP-2a : solutions for the final graphics - 2 

28
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STEP-2a : solutions for the final graphics - 3 

$ display ./Plots/qtimespt_SOFT_2022-10-20_Step2_Log_stacked_final.png

Finally ...

...

29
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